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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a statistical interior tomography approach combining an optimization of the truncated Hilbert
transform (THT) data. With the introduction of the compressed sensing (CS) based interior tomography, a statistical
iteration reconstruction (SIR) regularized by the total variation (TV) has been proposed to reconstruct an interior region
of interest (ROI) with less noise from low-count local projections. After each update of the CS based SIR, a THT
constraint can be incorporated by an optimizing strategy. Since the noisy differentiated back-projection (DBP) and its
corresponding noise variance on each chord can be calculated from the Poisson projection data, an object function is
constructed to find an optimal THT of the ROI from the noisy DBP and the present reconstructed image. Then the
inversion of this optimized THT on each chord is performed and the resulted ROI will be the initial image of next update
for the CS based SIR. In addition, a parameter in the optimization of THT step can be used to determine the stopping rule
of the iteration heuristically. Numerical simulations are performed to evaluate the proposed approach. Our results
indicate that this approach can reconstruct an ROI with high accuracy by reducing the noise effectively.
Keywords: Computed tomography, interior tomography, statistical iteration reconstruction, compressed sensing,
truncated Hilbert transform

1. INTRODUCTION
From the conventional CT reconstruction theory, exact image reconstruction requires that the projection data covers the
whole imaging object support1. Reconstructing an image inside an interior region of interest (ROI) from the truncated
projection data along the lines only through the ROI is referred to as interior problem, which can reduce the radiation
dose, detector size, imaging duration, and motion artifacts. This kind of imaging model is very useful to local cardiac CT,
micro-CT, nano-CT and so on. However, interior problem is not uniquely solvable in mathematics. During these years,
many efforts have been devoted to obtain an exact and stable solution for interior problem2-4.
Recently, it has been proved that interior problem can be exactly solved regularized by some additional information
or constraints. This exact-oriented interior reconstruction is named as interior tomography5. At present, there are two
ingredients for interior tomography. One ingredient is to inverse truncated Hilbert transform (THT) with prior sub-region
knowledge, which is called THT-based interior tomography6-11. Its main idea is to use the analytic continuation
technique to extend the known sub-region to the whole ROI. In its implementation, chords (PI-lines)are defined through
the known sub-region, and then the differential backprojection (DBP)12 operator is performed on each chord, finally the
resultant THT is inverted to reconstruct 1D image on each chord by projection on to convex (POCS) or singular value
decomposition (SVD). The other is based on compressed sensing (CS) assuming a piecewise constant or polynomial ROI,
which is called CS-based interior tomography13-16. In light of the CS theory17, its main idea is to use an appropriate
sparsifying transform and an associated objective function to regularize the ambiguity into the null space. In its
implementation, the minimization of total variation (TV) or high order TV (HOT) is often adopted. The two
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aforementioned interior tomography methods with corresponding priors are theoretically exact18. However, the data
acquisition process is not deterministic in reality and the noise is unavoidable. And a statistical model can be utilized to
describe the physical process.
In order to improve the performance of interior tomography in practice, especially in low-count situation, very
recently, we proposed a statistical interior tomography (SIT) method19, 20. The CS-based interior tomography is
performed in a statistical fashion combining the TV minimization and statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) framework.
Therein, a reconstruction based on the inversion of THT is used as the initial image to enhance the robustness of SIT.
The performance of this approach has been validated by both preclinical and clinical experiments. However, in its
implementation, the THT constraint is incorporated deterministically without considering its noise property. Moreover,
the THT constraint is just used as an initial guess.
In this paper, we propose an improved SIT approach which adds an optimization of THT constraint statistically after
each update of the CS based SIR. In the next section, we will describe the proposed algorithm. In section 3, experimental
results will be presented. Finally, we will discuss the related problems and conclude the paper in section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Noise in projection and THT
Without loss of generality, we consider the monochromatic x-ray source. And the measured data can be modeled as a
Poisson distribution,
yi ~ Poisson { yi } , i = 1,L , I ,

(1)

where yi = bi e− pi is the expectation of the measurement yi , bi the blank scan factor, pi the linear integral of
attenuation coefficients along the x-ray path and I the number of projections. Denote the statistical noise of yi as n yi ,
then yi = yi + n yi . Due to the Poisson distribution of yi , we have
var(n yi ) = yi , i = 1,L , I .

(2)

pˆ i = ln ( bi yi ) = pi + n pˆi , i = 1,L , I ,

(3)

The measured linear integral data is denoted as

where n pˆi is the statistical noise of pˆ i .
Applying the Taylor’s expansion to Eq. (3)21, there will be

(
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Ignoring the constant and high order terms, the noise variance of pˆ i can be approximated as,
var(n pˆ i ) ≈

( )= 1,

var n yi
yi 2

yi

i = 1,L , I .

(5)

The THT along each chord (PI-line) inside the ROI can be computed using the DBP method, which is a series of
weighting, differential, and summation operators on the measured linear integral projections. Therefore, the noise
variance of the THT can be easily estimated from the noise variances of { pˆ i } 22.
2.2 CS based SIR

With the discrete attenuation coefficient on each pixel, the line integral data can be expressed as
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J
v
pi = ∫ μ ( r ) dl ≈ ∑ aij μ j = [ Αμ ]i ，i = 1,L , I ,
li

(6)

j =1

where μ = ( μ1 ,L , μ J )′ denotes the linear attenuation coefficient, A = {aij } the system matrix accounting for imaging
geometry and J the number of pixels. Combining the Poisson projection data and TV regularization in the
maximization of a posterior (MAP) framework, the CS based SIR is to minimize the following objective function19, 20,
yi
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I
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2
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With the separable paraboloidal surrogate method23, each update for the log-likelihood term
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We use an alternating minimization method to optimize Eq.(7)19, 20. The minimizing steps of the log-likelihood term via
Eq. (4) and the TV term via soft-threshold filtration24 are performed alternately.
2.3 Optimization of THT

On each chord, denote the THT of at a given location in the ROI and its corresponding noise variance as g DBP ( x ) and

ε ( x ) , where x is the 1-D coordinate along chord. Moreover, the THT along the chord in the ROI can be also
computed from an intermediate iterative reconstruction of the CS based SIR denoted as g Old ( x ) .
In a low-count situation, g DBP ( x ) is more noisy with an unbiased expectation, while g Old ( x ) is less noisy usually
existing a bias. Therefore, we construct the following optimization function to determine the THT along a chord in the
ROI, which is denoted as g New ( x ) ,
min Ψ ( g New ( x ) ) = λ ∫
where

2
1
g New ( x ) − g DBP ( x ) ) dx + g New ( x ) − g Old ( x ) , x ∈ Λ H ,
(
2
ε ( x)

(9)

λ is a free parameter, and Λ H expresses the THT region on each chord. The first term of Eq. (9) is the

maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) assuming that g DBP ( x ) is independent of each other following a Gaussian
distribution of variance ε ( x ) .
Eq.(9) can be discretized as,
min Ψ ( g sNew ) = λ ∑
s

1

εs

(g

New
s

− g sDBP ) + ∑ ( g sNew − g sOld ) , s ∈ Λ H .
2

2

(10)

s

Minimizing Eq. (10) leads to the optimized THT,
g sNew = g sDBP +

g sOld − g sDBP
, s ∈ ΛH .
λ εs +1

The parameter λ should satisfy that,
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where errs expresses the estimated uncertainty of g sDBP which is directly related to ε s . For simplicity, we choose
errs = α ε s ( α is a constant). From Eq. (12), we have

λ≥

( Ps − errs ) ε s
errs

, Ps = g sOld − g sDBP .

(13)

Considering λ ≥ 0 , we determine λ heuristically as
⎧
⎫
⎪ ( Ps − errs ) ε s ⎪
λ = ∑ max ⎨
, 0⎬ .
s∈Λ H
⎪ errs ∑ 1
⎪
s∈Λ H
⎩
⎭

(14)

When the current THT g New is calculated, its inversion on each chord will lead to a reconstructed result. This result
will be the initial image of the next iteration in the CS based SIR step. It can be noticed that: When λ is decreasing, it
indicates that the reconstructed result is walking towards the true value and its noise is decreasing. On the other hand,
when λ is increasing, it indicates that the reconstructed result is deviating from the best result. Therefore, considering
this property of λ , we can stop the iteration when the decreasing of λ becomes slowly or stops.
2.4 Other constraints

Obviously, there are some other constraints irrespective of statistical property, such as,
1). The known sub-region;
2). The support of the imaging object;
3). The non-negativity of the value;
4). The maximum bound of the value.
In every step of reconstruction, we can enforce these constraints throughout.
2.5 Overall scheme

The workflow of the proposed SIT algorithm is shown in Table 1. After each update of the CS based SIR, an
optimization of THT is carried out. In the implementation of the CS based SIR, an alternating minimization algorithm
can be adopted. The log-likelihood term is minimized using Eq.(8), while the TV term is minimized using the pseudo
inverse of the soft-threshold filtered DGT. The threshold of filtration can be determined adaptively by the projection
gradient method25, 26, which needs an estimate about the true TV. In the optimization of THT, the DBP and
corresponding noise variance on each constructed chord should be calculated in advance. An estimate about the
uncertainty of DBP can be determined by the variance empirically. The parameter λ is recalculated in each
optimization of THT by Eq.(14). After the new THT g New is computed by Eq.(11), an inversion of g New will be carried
out by the POCS method. The two alternating operations between the CS based SIR and the optimization of THT will be
stopped after a given number of iteration. The final result will be selected after a suitable number of iterations, which can
be determined from the λ curves heuristically.
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Table 1. The workflow of the proposed SIT.

Initialize: μ 0 = 0 ;
Construct chords and compute g sDBP and ε s ;
Set errs = α ε s , α = 1 ;
Estimate the objective TV.
While
Step 1: CS based SIR
1. Update image using Eq.(8);
2. Determine the threshold using projection gradient method;
3. Minimize TV using soft-threshold filtering;
4. Obtain the intermediate result μ% t ;
Step 2: Optimization of THT
On each chord:
1. Compute g Old from the intermediate result μ% t ;
2. Compute the λ using Eq.(14);
3. Determine g New using Eq.(11);
4. Inverse g New by POCS to update the image;
Until the stopping criteria is satisfied.
Output the reconstructed result.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A numerical simulation was carried out to validate the proposed SIT approach. A low contrast Shepp-Logan phantom
and a fan beam geometry were adopted. The equi-spatial virtual detector was centered at the system origin and made
perpendicular to the line from the origin to the x-ray source. The distance from the x-ray source to the system origin was
57 cm. The detector included 360 elements with a total length of 10.8 cm. For a full scan, 360 projections were
equi-angularly collected. And 5×105 photons per detector element were used to simulate the Poisson projection data. The
reconstructed image was in a 256×256 matrix covered a region of radius 10cm. The ROI is an inscribed square inside the
FOV formed by the local scanning beam. And chords (PI-lines) were constructed along horizontal direction. On each
chord, the ROI covered 96 pixels with a known sub-region of 6 pixels. The phantom was shown in Figure1.
In order to evaluate the estimated noise variance of THT from the measurements, we generated 1000 Poisson
projection datasets assuming 5×105 photons per detector element. Then, 1000 DBP results calculated from these datasets
were used to estimate the empirical noise variance of THT, which was regarded as the evaluation standard. According to
Section 2.1, the noise variance of THT can be estimated from the noise variance of the measured line integral data,
which is assumed as {1 yi } . However, {1 yi } is unknown in practice. So we adopted {1 yi } to approximate the noise
variance of the measured line integral data. In Figure 2, we plotted the noise variances on the chord indicated as “a” in
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Figure 1. It can be seen that the noise variance estimated from one-off projection data is similar to the empirical value via
1000 experiments. The variances estimated using {1 yi } and {1 yi } were almost the same. Therefore, we can estimate
the noise of THT from measurement dataset

{ yi } in practice.

Figure 1. The 2D Shepp-Logan phantom within a display window [0.9 1.1].

Figure 2. The noise variances of THT on the chord indicated as “a” in Figure 1. The legends “Empiric”, “Estimate
1” and “Estimate 2” indicated the results from 1000 experiments, the datasets {1 yi } and {1 yi } ,
respectively.
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We carried out 50 iterations with the proposed approach. The curves of λ on each chord were shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen that the optimal iteration number is not same on each chord. However, we can approximately choose it as
15 iterations. The reconstructed ROI using the proposed SIT after 15 iterations was shown in Figure 4 (a). We compared
it with interior tomography approaches. The result by the CS based SIR without a THT constraint was shown in Figure
4(b), the result by the CS based SIR with a noisy THT constraint (just let g New = g DBP ) was shown in Figure 4(c), and
the result by the original THT-based interior tomography (inverse g DBP by POCS) was shown in Figure 4(d). It can be
noticed that the proposed approach has the best performance in these interior tomography strategies suppressing noise
and bias effectively. The corresponding property demonstrations along the line indicated as “a” in Figure 1 were shown
in Figure.5.

Figure 3. The change curves of λ on each chord.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. The reconstructed ROIs. (a) the proposed SIT, (b) the CS based SIR without THT constraint, (c) the CS
based SIR with a noisy THT constraint, and (d) the DBP-POCS.
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Figure 5. The property demonstrations of the results along the line which is indicated as “a” in Figure 1.

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Interior problem is solvable aided by some additional prior information, that is, via inversion of THT with a known
sub-region or via CS with a piecewise constant or polynomial ROI. While they are theoretically exact for ideally
noiseless data, SIT is in earnest for practical implementation considering the statistical property of projection data in
reality. In this paper, we proposed a SIT approach which adds an optimization of THT step after each update of the CS
based SIR.
Since the THT computed by the DBP with the measured line integral data is noisy in low-count situation, directly
utilizing this noisy THT is sub-optimal, as demonstrated in Figure 4. Therefore, we constructed an objective function to
find out an optimal THT taking into account the noise property of the noisy THT. The optimal THT should be close to
the noisy THT in probability and also not deviate from the THT of the current reconstruction too much. To make a good
balance, we heuristically develop an adaptive method. The idea is based on the fact that the optimal THT should always
be in an interval around the noisy THT determined by its variance. Apparently, if the iteration is convergent, the
contribution of the noisy THT term will be monotone decreasing. Therefore, we can stop the iteration when the
contribution of the noisy THT term decreases slowly or stops decreasing heuristically.
In conclusion, this paper presents a novel SIT approach, which incorporates the THT constraint by an optimizing
strategy. On one hand, an optimal THT can be determined statistically from the noisy DBP and the intermediate result
from the CS based SIR step. On the other hand, the inversion of the optimized THT will provide an initial image for the
next iteration in the CS based SIR step. The optimal iteration number can be determined heuristically by a parameter in
optimization of THT. Experiment results show that this method can yield good result with less noise and bias.
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